GIOVANNI'S
WINES & LIQUORS
AT ITS FINEST

CHEZ LUCIEN
FRENCH CUISINE AT ITS BEST
Formerly with the French Line
IMPORTED WINES
Lunch 12-2  Dinner 5:30-10:30
Friday Only  5:30-9:30
121 Mass. Ave., Boston 7-4933
Chez Lucien. Chef and Owner

KOOL CROSSWORD
No. 5

ACROSS
1. Cartesian
2. Kamikaze
3. Artists
4. Author of "Ivanhoe"
5. A species of bird
6. His ale
7. Power
8. A bum one
9. Amerikan
10. Swedish gal's
11. One man's
12. Name of the best kind to
13. Third person
14. Girl from L.A.
15. Short kind of woman
16. Aviv
17. In the Navy
18. A cratoot's place in research
19. Eric is a little
20. Motors, waves
21. Its common to
25. It's common to
29. Raps backward
30. Graf
35. 2nd Person she
36. 3rd Person he
38. What makes
39. What makes
43. Speak highly of
44. Dental degree
46. Raps
51. Three times
52. His ale
53. His ale
54. His ale
55. His ale
56. His ale
57. His ale
59. His ale
60. His ale

DOWN
1. A coating
2. The first attempt to reach toward another
3. Hand holders
4. It's common to
5. One man's
6. Low man's
7. It's common to
8. In the Navy
9. It's common to
10. It's common to
11. It's common to
12. It's common to
13. It's common to
14. It's common to
15. It's common to
16. It's common to
17. It's common to
18. It's common to
19. It's common to
20. It's common to
21. It's common to
22. It's common to
23. It's common to
24. It's common to
25. It's common to
26. It's common to
27. It's common to
28. It's common to
29. It's common to
30. It's common to
31. It's common to
32. It's common to
33. It's common to
34. It's common to
35. It's common to
36. It's common to
37. It's common to
38. It's common to
39. It's common to
40. It's common to
41. It's common to
42. It's common to
43. It's common to
44. It's common to
45. It's common to
46. It's common to
47. It's common to
48. It's common to
49. It's common to
50. It's common to
51. It's common to
52. It's common to
53. It's common to
54. It's common to
55. It's common to
56. It's common to
57. It's common to
58. It's common to
59. It's common to
60. It's common to
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